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Design and Analysis of a Self-Holding Three-Position Electric Tubular Actuator

Ilya Petrov, Paula Immonen, and Juha Pyrhonen, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A self-holding three-position electric tubular actuator (SHTPETA) is described in the paper. The proposed linear actuator can be applied in a clutch system, where it is necessary to change certain mover positions over time. Other potential applications of such actuators can be shift of gears, coupling (decoupling) of various moving (rotating) mechanisms, or electromagnetic valves. The self-holding force of the proposed SHTPETA is achieved by the reluctance force between the armature and mover cores, where a magnetic flux is excited by a permanent magnet located in the armature and an excitation current is not needed, whereas the moving force is determined by the DC voltage (current) applied to two coils located in the stationary part of the SHTPETA. The paper proposes a relatively fast and simple approach for the SHTPETA design process based on the required forces and moved distance.

Index Terms—Permanent magnet machines, Electric machines, Actuators.

I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTRIFICATION of passenger cars by applying a hybrid electric topology or a fully electric system often involves development of an electric propulsion motor that is capable of operating over the whole speed range by using only one fixed gear ratio [1]. However, it is commonly understood that also with a pure electric propulsion system it is advisable to use a transmission system with a variable gear ratio, which helps to improve the overall operating efficiency of the electric propulsion system over the whole thrust/speed range and enhance the dynamic characteristics of the vehicle [2], [3]. This is especially pronounced for torque-demanding vehicles, such as sport racing cars [4] and off-road machines [5]. Apart from hydraulic or electrohydraulic systems (typically used in transmission systems because of their high force density), switching of the gear ratio can also be implemented by purely electric actuators [6]. Such systems are often referred to as shift-by-wire systems allowing to improve the human interface with the power elements of the vehicle, thereby making it more convenient for daily use and more flexible at the development stage [7]. Further, an electric actuator helps to reduce the energy loss caused by oil pumps that run continuously by the internal combustion engine (ICE) when a hydraulic system is used. In [8], a linear electromagnetic actuator was proposed for direct shifting of gears in a vehicle transmission. The developed actuator satisfied the requirements in terms of maximum stroke length, dynamic response, and force provided over the whole stroke length. However, the location of the magnets on the mover could reduce the reliability of the system because of the presence of magnetic swarf in the surrounding environment, which would require sealing of the mover. Moreover, the proposed control had to be implemented with power electronics (pulse width modulation) along with certain PD controller parameters and desirably with knowledge of the mover position to capture its middle (neutral) position. Therefore, a new more reliable electromagnetic actuator with a simpler control had to be developed for a similar application (switching the gear ratio in the transmission system) having self-holding positions; however, compared with the voice-coil-like structure described in [9], the self-holding force must be stronger (above 50 N), and not two but three self-holding positions should be achieved. A large proportion of short-distance linear actuators operate on the voice-coil principle [10]–[14]. They provide almost linear force over the whole stroke displacement. However, these linear actuators need a winding in the mover, which complicates the voltage supply system and degrades its reliability. Further, this topology does not require the mover to be retained in certain positions by means of no-load electromagnetic forces, and if no-load positioning is needed, it is implemented by applying retaining spring(s). A similar principle is applied in linear tubular short-stroke motors that are used for reciprocating loads, such as vapor compressors [15], [16]. However, these actuators do not have electromagnetic self-holding positions either, which are needed to keep the mover at a predefined distance.

A three-position actuator with self-holding forces was proposed in [17]. However, as a result of placing the magnets into the mover and a special magnet magnetization direction, which directly opposes the field induced by the armature, this construction could lead to the risk of irreversible demagnetization at temperatures above 70°C, because the field strength over the magnet could reach 1 MA/m in such a structure [18]. Further, when the magnets are positioned in the mover, it is more challenging to remove the heat from them. Thus, a parallel magnetization direction of the magnet and the armature reaction should be preferred to decrease the eddy current losses in the magnets and to reduce the opposing fields from the armature to the magnet to allow the structure to work at higher temperatures without a risk of irreversible...
In this paper, a self-holding three-position electric tubular actuator (SHTPETA) is proposed to be applied in the shifting of two preset gears (having different gear ratios) and a neutral point. The tubular structure is selected as it has less permanent magnet (PM) flux leakage, a higher power density, and an absence of asymmetric pull force between the mover and the armature [19]. The use of PM technology in the armature helps to achieve a high force density (similar to that in the actuators where PMs are located in the mover), and it also helps to achieve the no-load self-holding force, which is, in principle, impossible in linear induction machines [20]. The process of shifting the gears requires one neutral position to allow time for further synchronization of the rotating shaft with the rotating gear.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II addresses the construction and self-holding principle of the proposed actuator. Section III describes the design sequence of the actuator starting from a simple analytical approach to obtain the general dimensions and finalizing them by the finite element method (FEM) with more detailed geometry adjustments to achieve the highest possible self-holding force. Section IV discusses the operating and control principles of the actuator in the load condition. Section V verifies the results with the prototype. Section VI concludes the results.

II. Submission of a New Manuscript for Review

The proposed short-stroke linear actuator comprises the PM, two stationary cores, and two coils on the armature side as shown in Fig. 1. The mover has only one active electromagnetic element, which is a solid core made of constructional steel allowing relatively high eddy currents in the core. However, these eddy currents are not very harmful in an occasional working cycle of the actuator. The first and second armature cores can also be made of the same constructional steel material as the mover core. It can be seen that the structure of the proposed actuator is similar to the flux-switching permanent magnet synchronous machines (FSPMSM), which have gained in popularity over the past few decades owing to their simple rotor structure [21], relatively high synchronous inductance [22], fault tolerance [23], an option to apply sensorless control [24], direct heat dissipation from the winding and magnets through the stator structure [25], and competitive torque/power density [26]. The proposed SHTPETA has some of these advantages related to the simple and robust mover structure, favorable thermal management, and competitive force density. The force/power density of the proposed linear actuator compared with more traditional linear machines should also be at a competitive level, because the tangential stress produced in the SHTPETA follows the same principle as in FSPMSMs, and therefore, the level of tangential stress should remain the same. For comparison, a two-position actuator (outlined in [9]) of a similar size to that of the SHTPETA produces about 230 N of peak force and only about 5 N of self-holding force, whereas the SHTPETA was measured to produce about 250 N of peak force and 100 N of self-holding force, even though the measured results of the SHTPETA are significantly degraded from the theoretical analysis for assembly reasons described below.

The idea behind the self-holding principle is similar to the occurrence of cogging force in traditional linear actuators. The origin of these forces is the magnetic saliency in the stator and (or) rotor structures produced by slot openings. This magnetic saliency generates a reluctance force, which tries to reach a position where the lowest value of magnetic reluctance is found. The principle of this phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 2. It should be noted that the basic geometry shown in Fig. 2 only represents a schematic visualization of the actuator to describe the origin of the self-holding force in the SHTPETA, while the final geometry of the designed actuator can have quite different modifications as a result of differently shaped magnets, slots, and teeth on the armature and mover sides. However, the main force generation principle remains the same; the surfaces of different actuator components that face the air gap remain in the same order and occupy a similar proportion of the overall active electromagnetic surface. In Figs. 2 (a) and (b), a self-holding force is generated to hold the mover in the leftmost position, preventing it to move further to the left (a) or to the right (b). In Figs. 2 (c) and (d), a self-holding force is generated to keep the mover in the middle position, preventing it to move either to the left (c) or to the right (d).

This type of self-holding force in three different positions of
the mover can be achieved if three locations are found where
the magnetic reluctance between the mover and the armature
is at the minimum and it increases as a gradient of the mover
distance from these positions. Such a condition is achieved if
both the teeth of the mover oppose the maximum core area
of the armature. In the case of the rightmost or leftmost position
of the mover, as shown in Figs. 2 (a) and (b), the area of
the mover core facing the armature core is reduced when the
mover changes its position to the left or to the right. The
same holds true when the mover is located in the middle
of the armature, Figs. 2 (c) and (d). When the mover is moved in
both directions (right or left) from the middle position, one of
the mover teeth starts to face the armature slot opening, which
increases the magnetic reluctance and consequently, generates
force against the movement. These magnetic conditions allow
to achieve self-holding forces in three mover positions.

III. Design sequence

Owing to the advanced commercial FEM tools that are able
to build and analyze a model with acceptable precision (in
the axisymmetric 2D domain), taking into account the fringing
effect and any asymmetric displacements [19], the design
of tubular actuators is usually based on the FEM, which is
applied to determine the no-load characteristics along with the
dynamic response to the load control signals. However, a very
initial analytical design approach is preferred to estimate the
primary dimensions of the main electromagnetic components
of the actuator before the development of the FEM model
is started. Therefore, the initial dimensions of the proposed
SHTPETA are found by simple analytical equations based on
the required stroke distance (with certain assumptions) and
then, the design is followed by FEM simulations with more
detailed adjustments to the actuator dimensions. The algorithm
with the following design steps is shown in Fig. 3, where all
the steps of the algorithm are assigned sections and subsections
of their own in the paper.

In Fig. 3 it can be seen that the preliminary analytical design
is based on the required distance to be moved, followed by
a FEM analysis to take into account the fringing effect and
possible flux leakage. Then, the no-load self-holding force is
adjusted by optimizing the armature slot, magnet, and middle
armature teeth widths. Afterward, all the widths of the active
components are scaled to eliminate the error between the
resultant stroke distance and the targeted one. Finally, the
load condition is analyzed by selecting the required number
of turns and applying the preset voltage value. The proposed
design approach aims to achieve the final design solution of the
SHTPETA within a relatively fast design procedure. It mainly
comprises identification of several geometric parameters of
the actuator (one-by-one) by their simple sweeping followed
by initial analytical computation. Naturally, each design step
shown in Fig. 3 or even the whole design sequence can be
replaced by more advanced optimization procedures (e.g. an
optimization approach applying a Pareto front). However, con-
sidering the large number of initial parameters, these optimization
methods are assumed to require too heavy computational
resources, and the effect of certain geometric parameters on

Fig. 3. Sequential algorithm of the SHTPETA design procedure.

A. Preliminary analytical design based on the moving distance

Based on [27], the highest reluctance force is achieved
in a synchronous reluctance machine (SRM) when the an-
gle between the peak current linkage and the rotor position
with the lowest reluctance is 45 electrical degrees. Similar
phenomena are observed in a linear actuator that contains
an armature with two teeth and a mover with one tooth
(providing the path for the magnetic flux) having an equal
width of all elements (the armature teeth, the armature slot,
and the mover tooth) as shown in Fig. 4. Three mover positions
shown in Figs. 4 (a), (c), and (e) have a zero force, and two
mover positions (located at equal distances from the zero force
positions) have the highest force. The highest force is found
when the position of the mover tooth is shifted by half of the
slot width (0.5z), Figs. 4 (b) and (d).

Following the logic described above, an actuator having the
main dimensions shown in Fig. 5 is taken as a starting point
for the SHTPETA design. The main principle is that when one
tooth of the mover completely faces the armature core area,
then another tooth is shifted by half of the slot width. In that
case, with the assumption of no fringing effect and no flux
leakage (when the magnetic flux travels strictly in the vertical
direction in the air gap), this provides the highest force with
the minimum required space. Naturally, the fringing effect is
very important for these types of machines, and therefore, in
terms of the maximum achievable force, the evaluated results
Fig. 4. Principle of force generation in a linear actuator having two teeth and a mover containing one tooth. \( x \) is the width of the armature teeth, slot, and mover tooth.

Fig. 5. Selection of the initial SHTPETA main dimensions and the direction of the self-holding force of the actuator in different mover positions. (a) The mover is slightly shifted to the left from the leftmost self-holding position, (b) the mover is slightly shifted to the right from the leftmost self-holding position, (c) the mover is slightly shifted to the left from the middle self-holding position, and (d) the mover is slightly shifted to the right from the middle self-holding position.

without the fringing effect cannot be treated as the final actual performance characteristics of the actuator (as will be shown below). However, this initial design approach can be used for relatively fast and simple evaluation of the approximate length of the actuator (armature length and mover length) to achieve the required stroke distance.

If the main initial dimensions of the actuator are selected as in Fig. 5, the zero force at no load is found in the mover positions shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that in both mover positions (leftmost and middle) there is a certain shift \( 0.25x \) of the mover teeth relative to the armature teeth. In this case, the relation of the stroke mover distance \( l_{\text{stroke}} \) to the armature slot width \( x \) (which is initially the same as the armature and mover teeth widths) can be found as

\[
l_{\text{stroke}} = -0.25x + 2x - 0.25x = 1.5x, \quad (1)
\]

\[
x = \frac{2l_{\text{stroke}}}{3}, \quad (2)
\]

For an ideal case assuming no fringing effect and zero flux leakage, it suffices to use (1) and (2) to select the armature tooth width, armature slot width, and the mover tooth width (which are the same at this stage). This step is the initial analytical design based on the moving distance in the algorithm in Fig. 3. The required stroke distance for which the proposed SHTPETA is designed is \( l_{\text{stroke}} = 8.6 \) mm, and thus, the armature tooth width, the armature slot width, and the mover tooth width are estimated to be \( x = 2l_{\text{stroke}}/3 = 2 \times 8.6/3 = 5.73 \) mm.

B. FEM model initiation based on analytical results

To verify the self-holding force generated in the actuator in different mover positions (assuming no flux leakage and no fringing effect), a model was built and analyzed by the FEM (using the Altair Flux 2019 software package) with the following boundaries. The slot area in the armature and the slot area in the mover do not conduct magnetic flux by applying nonconducting flux lines indicated by green color in Fig. 7. The mover and armature cores are made of structural steel S355, which is often applied in solid rotor cores of high-speed induction machines [28]. The permanent magnet grade is 38SH, which should have about 1.15 T remanent flux density at 100° C and up to 1.22 T at 20° C. The distribution of magnetic flux lines and the no-load force as a function of mover position are shown in Fig. 7. The positive force is directed to the right and the negative force to the left.

It is noteworthy that the radial dimensions (i.e., the outer diameter of the actuator) are also optimization parameters that affect the overall characteristics of the actuator. For example, if the armature core is adjusted to have a larger outer diameter
by increasing the slot height, as it is shown in Fig. 8 (a), the values of flux density over the armature core and the mover core will increase, which is quite natural as the permanent magnet area increases. Further, the maximum values of the self-holding force and the force/position ratio (force gradient as a function of mover position) also increase, Fig. 8 (b). However, the positions where the self-holding force is zero (self-positioned points) remain in the same place, which means that the radial dimensions of the actuator do not affect the self-holding positions, but can be used to adjust the values of the self-holding force (along with values of the load force, as will be shown below). In the application for which the actuator under study is designed (a clutch system) there are no strict requirements for stiffness (force/position ratio). However, as it is shown in Fig. 8, this characteristic can be adjusted by modifying the radial dimensions. At this stage, the slot height is selected to be \( h_{sl} = 10 \) mm, which meets the requirements of the outer radial dimensions, and does not cause any saturated regions in the armature core.

Figs. 7 and 8 show that the peak value of the self-holding forces in the leftmost and rightmost positions is not far away from the peak value of the self-holding forces in the middle position, indicating that the initial design approach based on (1) and (2) gives reasonable results in terms of self-holding force distribution over the mover positions. However, in reality, because of the fringing effect and the flux leakage, the no-load force can be significantly affected by removing the boundaries (nonconducting flux lines) set in the first model, as shown in Fig. 9. The no-load force in the actual case (after removing the boundaries set in the first model) is significantly reduced. Especially the self-holding force in the leftmost and rightmost positions is very small. The flux leakage and the fringing effect can be seen in the flux line distributions in Fig. 9, where some of the magnetic flux lines travel from the mover tooth in the leftmost position to the middle tooth of the armature core, which produces an adverse effect significantly reducing the value of the no-load self-holding force. The same situation occurs when the mover is in the rightmost position.

\[
\begin{align*}
1.5x_{t,\text{mov}} & = x_{sl,\text{arm}} + x_{PM} + x_{t,\text{mid,arm}}, \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( x_{sl,\text{arm}} \) is the no-load self-holding force in the leftmost position, \( x_{PM} \) is the no-load self-holding force in the rightmost position, and \( x_{t,\text{mid,arm}} \) is the no-load self-holding force in the middle position. This equation is valid for both models, and can be used to adjust the values of the self-holding forces in the leftmost and rightmost positions. In this case when the mover is located in the leftmost position as shown in Fig. 10 (a), the reduction of the mover tooth width by \( \Delta x_{t,\text{mov}} \), the overall armature length between these mover teeth (comprising the slot, middle tooth, and PM) should increase by \( \Delta x_{t,\text{mov}} + 0.5\Delta x_{t,\text{mov}} = 1.5\Delta x_{t,\text{mov}} \).

In order to reduce an adverse fringing effect, it is possible to decrease the mover tooth width by keeping the outer mover dimensions the same and follow the initial rule according to which only half of the mover tooth faces the armature core (tooth) while the whole another mover tooth faces the armature core (tooth) in all three positions (leftmost, middle, and rightmost). It should be noted that the reduction of the mover tooth width by \( \Delta x_{t,\text{mov}} \) is made from the mover inner slot area (to keep the outer dimensions of the mover the same).

In this case when the mover is located in the leftmost position as shown in Fig. 10 (b), after the reduction of the mover tooth width by \( \Delta x_{t,\text{mov}} \), the overall armature length between these mover teeth (comprising two middle teeth and PM) should increase only by \( 0.5\Delta x_{t,\text{mov}} \). In addition, it should be borne in mind that the PM width and armature slot width should be increased and the middle armature tooth should be decreased in the modification to maintain the reduction in the fringing effect. Therefore, considering the above, the following equations can be composed to estimate changes in the armature middle teeth width \( \Delta x_{t,\text{mid,arm}} \), the PM width \( \Delta x_{PM} \), and the armature slot width \( \Delta x_{sl,\text{arm}} \), as a function of reduction in the mover tooth width (keeping the PM width and the armature slot width equal to each other):

\[
\begin{align*}
1.5x_{t,\text{mov}} & = x_{sl,\text{arm}} + x_{PM} + x_{t,\text{mid,arm}}, \\
0.5x_{t,\text{mov}} & = x_{PM} + 2x_{t,\text{mid,arm}}, \\
\Delta x_{t,\text{mid,arm}} & = \frac{\Delta x_{t,\text{mov}}}{6}, \\
\Delta x_{sl,\text{arm}} & = \frac{5\Delta x_{t,\text{mov}}}{6},
\end{align*}
\]
self-holding force in the leftmost and rightmost positions (101 N). In order to make their values closer to each other, it is possible to reduce the width of the armature middle teeth while increasing the armature slot width to the same extent. In this case, the fringing effect through the armature slot is reduced, which should increase the peak self-holding force in the leftmost and rightmost positions. However, at the same time, the peak self-holding force in the middle position should decrease as a result of not following the initial rule according to which one mover tooth fully faces the armature core, and at the same time, the other mover tooth faces half of the armature core. In the case of the middle armature teeth reduction, one mover tooth (when the mover is in the middle) faces less than half of the armature core keeping the other mover tooth fully covered by the armature core. This is verified by the FEM analysis shown in Fig. 11 (b). The figure shows that the peak self-holding force of the leftmost or rightmost positions increases with a reduction in the middle armature tooth width. However, at the same time, the peak self-holding force in the middle decreases relatively fast with a smaller middle armature tooth width. The new armature middle tooth width \( x_{\text{new, t, mid, arm}} \) was selected to be 92\% of the initial armature middle tooth width \( x_{\text{old, t, mid, arm}} \) as it still gives a considerable gain in the peak self-holding force in the leftmost and rightmost positions (125 N) while not losing too much of the peak self-holding force in the middle (158 N).

\[ E. \text{ Final scaling of the actuator} \]

After all the geometry adjustments have been made to achieve the highest self-holding force, it has to be checked if the new resultant stroke distance from the leftmost self-holding position to the middle self-holding position and to the rightmost self-holding position is the same as it was initially selected. In the studied case, the resultant stroke between the leftmost position to the middle is 7.78 mm, while initially, the required stroke distance was 8.6 mm. In order to adjust the actual stroke distance to the required value, a simple scaling can be applied. In the SHTPETA, the stroke distance increases linearly with the scaling of the widths of all the actuator elements. This means that the width of all the components (armature teeth, armature slot, PM, mover tooth, mover slot) should be increased by \((8.6/7.78) \times 100\% - 100\% = 10.5\%\) to reach the required stroke distance. The final actuator dimensions and no-load characteristics before and after scaling are listed in Table I. According to the results listed in Table I, not only the overall stroke distance has changed but also the peak self-holding force has increased after the scaling up of the widths of the components. For the studied application, an increased self-holding force after the scaling is preferred. However, if the force characteristics of the actuator have to be the same after the scaling, this can be achieved by reducing the radial dimensions of the armature until the force reaches the required level in the same way as shown in Fig. 8.

After the scaling, when the stroke distance requirements are met, it is possible to modify the armature geometry to simplify the manufacturing process and increase the armature slot area as shown in Fig. 12. The figure shows that if all
TABLE I
DIMENSIONS AND NO-LOAD CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ACTUATOR BEFORE AND AFTER SCALING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Before scaling</th>
<th>After scaling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mover length</td>
<td>31.5 mm</td>
<td>35 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air gap (defined by requirement)</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armature length</td>
<td>55.5 mm</td>
<td>61.6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak outermost position force</td>
<td>125 N</td>
<td>160 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak middle position force</td>
<td>158 N</td>
<td>184 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke distance (outermost to middle)</td>
<td>7.78 mm</td>
<td>8.6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mover outer diameter</td>
<td>106 mm</td>
<td>106 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armature inner diameter</td>
<td>108 mm</td>
<td>108 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armature outer diameter</td>
<td>140 mm</td>
<td>140 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armature slot height</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mover slot height</td>
<td>12 mm</td>
<td>12 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12. Final actuator geometry with adjusted slot area and armature teeth shape in comparison with the initial scaled actuator with no-load forces as a function of mover position. 2D axisymmetric FEM.

Fig. 13. (a) Supply current and current density as a function of the number of turns, (b) mean force over the whole stroke distance and current linkage as a function of the number of turns. 2D axisymmetric FEM.

The next step in the design process is to select the number of turns, supply current, and current density applied to the actuator in the load condition. It was found that the minimum current linkage of 720 A should be induced by each coil to exceed the self-holding force in any mover position. Therefore, this current linkage is assumed the minimum value required to generate the force in the needed direction in any mover position.

The DC voltage supply required by the application is 25 V. Knowing the total area of the coil (64.1 mm²) and the copper space factor (0.4), it is possible to evaluate the resistance of the coil, supply current, current density, current linkage, and the total power loss in the coil as a function of the number of turns. The resistance of the coil is the main limitation on the maximum supply current and thereby, on the current density. With a higher number of turns, the resistance increases and the supply current, current linkage, and current density decrease. Fig. 13 (a) shows the supply current and the current density as a function of the number of turns. The mean force over the whole stroke distance and the current linkage in the coil as a function of the number of turns are shown in Fig. 13 (b). Considering the required current linkage (at least 720 A), it is found that the number of turns per coil should be at least 40 to reach this current linkage. With this number of turns, the supply current is 18 A, the current density is 28 A/mm², the coil resistance is 0.7 Ohm, the mean force over the whole stroke distance is 108 N, and the electrical power consumed by one coil is 225 W. This current density is fully acceptable if it can be assumed that the working duty cycle of this actuator is not higher than the duty cycle of a typical passenger car over a standard driving cycle, which is 3% [8]. The assumption of the acceptable current density was partially verified during the measurement sequence, where the temperature of the frame did not exceed 100° C during the interrupted working condition. However, a detailed thermal analysis of the SHTPETA is outside the scope of this paper.

In order to generate the force in a particular direction in the SHTPETA, a DC voltage source has to be applied to each coil with a certain polarity. An example of the application of polarity to each coil to generate the required direction of force is shown in Fig. 14. The flux lines in different mover positions when the force is generated to the right and to the middle are shown in Figs. 15 (a) and (b), respectively. The values of the forces (no-load force and forces in different directions) as a function of mover position are shown in Fig. 15 (c). It can be seen in the figure that it is possible to generate only positive or negative force over the whole stroke length (from the leftmost to rightmost mover positions). However, the value...
of the forces is not constant over the mover distance because of the strong effect of the self-holding force. According to the FEM results shown in Fig. 15 (c), to exceed the self-holding force in the designed actuator, at least 18 A of DC current has to be applied. However, if the self-holding force is too strong in certain designs, it is still possible to reduce it by applying different widths of the mover teeth, armature slot width, and armature middle tooth width. For this particular design, the load force is enough to make the required gear couplings, and therefore, the actuator was not further modified.

The overall reliability of the proposed actuator is also demonstrated in Fig. 15, which shows that the configuration significantly reduces the risk of irreversible demagnetization of the magnets by the parallel magnetization of the magnet relative to the armature reaction. Therefore, the flux lines in the magnet shown in Fig. 15 are not distorted by the armature flux. In addition, the temperature of the magnet can be regulated more easily when the magnet is positioned directly in the stator. Further, when the mover contains only the steel element (without permanent magnets), it becomes much less vulnerable to highly dynamic working conditions.

V. VERIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED LINEAR ACTUATOR BY MEASUREMENTS

The designed actuator was constructed based on the dimensions obtained from the final design step with an increased slot area as shown in Fig. 12. The mover and the stationary unit are shown in Figs. 16 (a) and (b). The stator core containing two teeth could not be made as a single unit. Therefore, the stator yoke and both the teeth were made as separate elements glued to each other. The stator cores were glued to the PM and assembled to the aluminum housing. The test setup is shown in Fig. 16 (c), which contains the force sensor (Raute TB5-1000kg-C1), the DC voltage (current) supply, and the precise mover positioning system rearranged from the chuck of the milling machine.

The initial measurements revealed that the measured results do not match the results obtained by the 2D axisymmetric FEM simulations. Therefore, the FEM model had to be modified to match the measured results. However, the modified parameters partially agree with the actual manufacturing conditions (e.g., glued stator core elements and the smaller actual remanence of the PM). The final FEM model is shown in Fig. 17. It can be seen in the figure that extra air gaps (0.2 mm) were added to the model between all the glued elements of the stator. Further, the magnet remanence was reduced to 0.8 T, while the air gap length was reduced to 0.9 mm.

The final version of the SHTPETA has quite a different overall geometry from the initial schematic view of the actuator depicted in Fig. 2, where in the updated version of the actuator the shapes of the slots and the teeth are different. This is a result of a detailed analysis of the utilization of the magnetic core within the actuator, where the areas of the cores with less effective use (e.g., where the flux density remains relatively low) are replaced with either air or an extra copper area. Further, an extra armature slot area is achieved by modifying the upper region of the edge teeth. However, these modifications do not change the region where the main electromagnetic interaction occurs (the air gap), and thus, the same stroke distance and force values as shown in Fig. 12 are maintained. This means that (1)–(6), which are used to determine the initial design of the SHTPETA, are still valid for the final geometry modification, as their main applicability
The results obtained from the simulation of the 2D axisymmetric FEM model are compared with the measured results in Fig. 18. A good agreement between the simulations and the measurements can be observed in all four load conditions, where a significant proportion of the mismatch between the simulated and measured results occurs as a result of the phase shift error rather than the force amplitude error. In total, there are three apparent self-holding positions, while the no-load self-holding force is above 50 N, as was defined by the requirements. The direction of the required load force remains unchanged along the whole possible mover distance, which ensures the correct final destination of the mover depending on the current polarity applied to the coils.

The resultant stroke distance shown in Fig. 18 between the two self-holding positions at no-load is about 5% longer than required by the application distance. However, this is acceptable, because there are special supporting units in the actual device, which prevent the mover from exceeding the required outermost positions. Further, when the load force is applied toward the outermost mover positions, it remains quite strong even when the required positions are reached. This is similar to the initially simulated results shown in Fig. 15, and it is considered an applicable feature of the actuator to make sure that the mover reaches the desired outermost positions even if some external load opposes the motion.

As it can be seen in Fig. 18, the measured performance of the actuator satisfied the requirements set by the application. However, there is one relatively simple method to improve the characteristics of the actuator if the original design does not meet the requirements. This method was presented at the beginning of the paper, and it is related to adjustment of the stator slot height. Fig. 19 demonstrates how the characteristics of the final design solution of the actuator would change when applying different slot heights in the design, where along with the height of the armature slot also the supply current is adjusted to keep the same current density in the slot winding. The original slot height of the designed actuator was \( h_{sl} = 10 \) mm. Fig. 19 shows that using a shorter slot can lead to a case where the required characteristics are not achieved. At the same time, using a larger slot height helps to increase the maximum achievable force both in no-load and load conditions because of the larger permanent magnet surface area and the opportunity to supply higher current to a larger slot area.

The simulated results of the final FEM model with coupled load kinematics (Flux 2019) are shown in Fig. 20, with the focus on the dynamic response of the mover when using the simple control principle (in which the DC voltage is directly applied to the terminals of the actuator). The figure shows the
mover position and the force applied to the mover during the switching condition. These results of the switching sequence were validated by measurements (without any external load attached), where it took about 0.05 s to switch from the middle position toward the outermost positions, and the same time to switch back. Further, it took about 0.1 s to switch from one outermost self-holding position to another.

VI. Conclusion
A self-holding three-position actuator that was initially designed for a two-step transmission in an electric vehicle meets the requirements of applying a self-holding force above 50 N for the maximum stroke distance of 8.6 mm. The initial analytical design step described in the paper can be used for a rough estimation of the overall width of the actuator including the armature and mover widths. However, for more precise design adjustment, the FEM or more advanced analytical tools must be used. The proposed SHTPETA showed the capability to work with a simple control (applying only DC voltages), robust structure, and high self-holding forces.
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